
Notice of Licence Endorsement
Circuit Rowrah Date 23/03/2024

Event Sprint Round 1 Session Heat 3

To E Rabbage (12) & K Cosford
(25)

Class Featherweight

Time 16:00 Licence No

Following an investigation, it is found that the above is guilty of the following regulation:

11.2.4 - Contact gaining an unfair advantage

Additional Information

During the session named above, kart 12 made nose-to-tail contact with kart 25 causing them to run wide. It is noted that
kart 12 appeared to slow down in an attempt to relinquish the advantage gained. Further contact then occurred between kart
12 and an unknown driver causing them to also be forced wide and be forced off the racing surface. The resulting contact
caused kart 12 & 25 to lose positions.

Had this been called during the race, this would have been dealt with by means of a black & white flag for karts 12 & the 3rd
driver involved.

Accordingly, the I order that you

Have no further action taken against you [0]
Be be given a warning [0]
Be given a formal reprimand [1]
Be given a time penalty of ____ in the above session [2]
Be excluded from the results of the qualifying session [3]
Be excluded from the results of the race [3]
Be excluded from the results of the meeting [6]

_0_ Penalty points are recorded on your licence as the result of the above. This brings your
total points recorded to _0_ in the last 12 month period.

As a result, I order that you:

Have no further action taken against you.
Must start your next race from the back of the grid.
Be excluded from participating in the following ____ events
Be excluded from participating all further events for a period of 12 months

You are advised of your right to appeal. This must be done in accordance with the
championship regulations.


